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Purpose:
To

design an urban centre for Calgary that:

(1) acts year-round as the heart of the civic
area of the downtown.(D
(2) acts as the centre for outdoor festivities
during the XV Winter Olympic Games,
February 13 to 28, 1988, as well as the
location for the nightly medal presenta
tions.(2)
(3) acts as a setting for and interacts with,
both visually and functionally, the adja
cent significant public institutions: the
City Hall, the Municipal Building and the
Calgary Centre for the Performing Arts.(3)

Scope:
The completed project is to include:
(1) the programming and design of areas to
accommodate the various outdoor activities
associated with Olympic Plaza, to be
located on the specified site.
(2) the redesign of that block of 8th Avenue
which borders the site to the south. The
intent of this is threefold: this block
is to be the terminus of the existing
Stephen Avenue Mall, is to act as a cere
monial entrance (passenger drop-off and
loading area) to the Centre for the
Performing Arts during events, and is to be
perceived as an integral part of Olympic
Plaza.

(3) the adaptive re-use of the only existing
building on the site, the Dominion Bank
Building. The intent here is to integrate
this significant historic structure, both
visually and functionally, with the out
door plaza.

Focus:
Quite obviously, the focus of this project is
on urban space and, more specifically, on urban
space in downtown Calgary.
The functional
requirements of the project have been drawn
from the brief program issued by the City of
Calgary for Olympic Plaza and expanded, both to
address the addition of the Dominion Bank
Building to the problem and to explore a full
range of activities to enliven the plaza, into
a full program document. The spatial problems
associated with locating a plaza on a block
which had been previously built-up, as well as
other site conditions, are examined in a com
prehensive urban analysis. These two sections,
when combined with an image study of the
adjacent buildings, should address the issues
of this project which are specific to Calgary.
However, on a more elementary level, this
project deals with the three most basic
constituents of urban form/space: the street,
the square and the building as it relates to
open urban space.
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On May 10, 1982, the City of Calgary approved a
motion for the construction of a plaza to be
located on the block bounded by 1st Street
East, 7th Avenue South, Macleod Trail and 8th
Avenue South, excluding the site occupied by
the Dominion Bank Building.(5) This plaza was
intended to be a permanent open space for the
citizens of Calgary and to house the awards
ceremonies for the XV Winter Olympic Games, to
be held in Calgary in 1988. In March 1985, the
City Council approved a capital budget allow
ance of $3.4 million for the construction of an
Olympic Plaza and development of the 8th Avenue
right-of-way between 1st Street and Macleod
Trail as a rnall.^6) With the approval of this
budget allowance, the City Council then set up
a steering committee to implement this budget.
The steering committee then selected six local
architectural firms to participate in a short
list competition for the design of the plaza
and mall.

Burgener Lachapelle Architects, the firm with
which I did my internship during the summer of
1985, was one of the six firms to be selected
for the competition. It is from my position on
the design team that my interest in this
project stems. As a junior member of the team,
my involvement in the project was restricted to
design detail and this restriction from any
conceptual input perhaps was the impetus for my
longing to do the whole project. The addition
of the Dominion Bank Building
and any
subsequent expansion of this building allows me
the opportunity to design the plaza as well as
its site boundary, rounds the project out to
include the three major components of urban
space, street, square and building, as well as
adding substance to this thesis project.
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The methodology employed in solving a problem
varies from person to person and, within each
person, from project to project. Most projects
are solution oriented, that is, they are meas
ured on the weight of their solutions and the
method is simply the vehicle to carry one from
problem to solution. First quarter thesis,
however, is a different animal; it is method
oriented. As the solution is to be arrived at
during the second quarter, Thesis I is about
the method chosen to place you within reach of
your solution and the documentation of this
method.

While some 40 activities were explored, as was
desired when these were cross-referenced, the
number of spaces and functions that were able
to be set down in the program document was more
like ten.

My project being one of an urban nature, I have
chosen to start by performing an urban analysis
on the site. This is undertaken in hopes of
recognizing and documenting any existing site
conditions that may affect the project in
either a positive or negative way. For the
most part, the tools of this urban analysis are
drawn from past experience. The majority of my
experience in urban analysis has been under the
tutorship of David Matthews, my present thesis
advisor, and it is to him that I am indebted
for the format of my analysis.
The spaces and functions required in an urban
plaza are somewhat elusive and in order to
solve this I have undertaken a quest to dis
cover what is best suited to a project of this
nature. Beginning with the three objectives
listed in the program issued by the City of
Calgary, I have surrounded these with as many
activities as is feasibly possible and, based
upon these activities, determined the required
spaces and functions required by the project.

Following the quest for the desired contents of
the project is the program document. This
explores the desired needs and relationships of
the spaces involved. Combined with the needs
of each space are images that explore the
visual characteristics desired. While these
are not comprehensive, nor are they a concrete
solution, they hint at the character of each
space that is to be developed during the
solution of the project.
Similar to the urban analysis is the section on
site forces. These forces, both physical and
metaphysical, are necessary in recognizing
"how" the space "is." Certain forces are pres
ent that, if made use of, will help to bring
the site together as one space, and certain
other forces are perhaps left out. This search,
by no means comprehensive, is entirely graphic.
The last section of this study I will call
"ideations." This is a section that takes the
forces discovered in both the preceding
sections and the program and explores the
qualities that may be embodied in solutions to
these forces. It is a beginning in the design
process and quickly allows one to explore
variations on an idea while unencumbered by
other forces. The final solution will recog
nize and be strengthened by the discoveries set
forth here.
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Calgary was established in 1873, at the
confluence of the Bow and Elbow Rivers, as an
outpost of the North West Mounted police. It
continued to grow as an agricultural center and
trading post until the arrival of the railroad
in 1883, establishing the city as distribution
center for northern and southern Alberta.
In 1913, the discovery of oil in Turner Valley,
20 miles south of the city, began a series of
boom-and-bust cycles which continue to this
day.
Though heavily dependent on oil, in
recent years the relocation of banks, financial
institutions and multinational companies to the
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From its beginnings as a frontier outpost,
Calgary's downtown has evolved from wood frame
structures to "fireproof" sandstone and brick
buildings to the dense urban core that is the
center of the Canadian oil patch. The Olympic
Plaza will make a welcome culmination of the
Stephen Avenue Pedestrian Mall which, with the
competition of the proposed Third Street Mall,
will tie the Civic Area, through the downtown
core, to Prince's Island on the river.

OLYMPIC PLAZA

STEPHEN AVENUE MALL

FIGURE 1:
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"The study site and the Municipal Building site
comprise an area that was once the commercial
and retail heart of Calgary. Businesses that
fronted onto Drinkwater Avenue (Macleod Trail)
and Stephen (8th) Avenue in the 1880's and
1890fs formed the commercial care of Calgary.
The first businesses that were located on the
study site included an employment agency, bar-
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ber, tailor, bakery, post office, and grocery.
With the boom that started as a result of the
Turner Valley strike in 1913, downtown busin
esses started to shift to the west. In the
mid-19201 s, the City Hall Market was estab
lished opposite City Hall and was in operation
a decade."(7)
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COMPLETED:

1911
Provincial Historic Designation

ARCHITECT:

William J. Dodd, Calgary

The present City Hall occupies the site that
has been the location of City Hall offices
since 1885.
Construction commenced in 1907
with Robert Borden, then Prime Minister, offi
cially opening the building in 1911.
The
building continued in the capacity of City Hall
until the fall of 1985, when the Council
Chambers, the Mayor's office and other key
municipal functions were moved to the newly
opened Municipal Building. Due to its continu
ous use for 74 years, the building is in some
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need of repair, especially the interior. The
budget for construction of the new Municipal
Building included $9 million for rehabilitation
of this significant structure in hopes of the
Mayor's office relocating here upon completion.
However, as fo the fall of 1985, the 59 million
was felt to be needed elsewhere and work had
been postponed indefinitely.(8)
This structure is the primary site focus. If
the main role of the plaza is to be the "heart"
of the city, then this building must be seen as
the "head" of the city. Despite the fact that
the municipal offices have been moved to the
adjacent Municipal Building, through heritage
and the associative power of its form with

"civic institution,"(9) it will remain in the
hearts of Calgarians as City Hall. The mass of
the building orients itself to enfront our site
and its 100-foot clock tower is the obvious
site focus. Styled in Richardsonian Romanesque
and clad in local sandstone ,(10) it is a defin
itive example of regional civic architecture.
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1985

ARCHITECT:

Christopher Ballyn, Calgary
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By 1980, the growth of Calgary had far
outstripped the capacity of City Hall and
municipal offices were spread far and wide in
adjacent buildings. Upon deciding the need for
a new city office complex, a province-wide
"Architectural Design Competition"(11) was held
and 74 entries received. A jury composed of
"three architects drawn from the international
community, and two Calgary citizens" selected
the present scheme for...
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...its boldness, elegance and simpli
city. The strikingly modern triangu
lar glass-walled beauty of the new
Municipal
Building
reflects
the
classical, timeless dignity of old
City Hall, thus encapsulating the
spirit of Calgary--dynamic and pro
gressive, yet proud of its past J12)
And it's a damn shame they did! This building
is a monument to bad taste. Its basic faults
lie in three areas: scale, formal associations
and materials. The scale of the structure
surpasses anything in the city. Other buildings

S

may have 50 stories on it, but people seldom
look up beyond 4 or 5 floors (depending on how
the building is detailed). Thus this structure
appears as one large mass that stretches to
infinity and simply looms over the observer.
By comparison, the City Hall looks like a toy.
The triangular form of the structure recalls
nothing else in the city, nor does it evoke any
associations with "civic institution."
The
only thing it does recall is a large wedge of
cheese, which will be even more evident when
materials are discussed.

The base of the building (serving platter?) is
pre-cast concrete, the color surprisingly
sympathetic to the context. However, when we
rise above this we come to blue--blue windows
and blue mullions. Nothing else in Calgary is
blue, excepting the sky on a clear day. No
where in the site area can one escape from this
looming blue mass. The large wedge of blue
cheese touches its "nose" to the street and
then rises exponentially over its serving
platter, towards the east. As for the odor....
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COMPLETED:

1913

ARCHITECT:

Hodgson, Bates and Beattie
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This handsome structure was built by one of
Calgary's leading citizens, Pat Burns, to house
the butcher shop and offices of the Burns Meat
Company.(13) It continued to house the offices
of various companies until its abandonment in
the early 1970's. After facing an uncertain
future for several years, it was purchased by
Toronto architect Jack Diamond, who doubled the
size of the structure.
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In addition to preserving the fine terra-cotta
and wrought iron detailing of the original
structure, Mr. Diamond has been most sympa
thetic to the scale, materials and openings of
the original building in his addition. The
ground floor of this structure now houses a
large restaurant with offices on the upper
floors.
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COMPLETED:

1931/1985

ARCHITECT:

Department of Public Works/
Raines, Finlayson and Barrett

Construction began on this federal office
building in 1928 with Prime Minister Bennett
officiating.
It continued in this capacity
until 1979, when ownership was transferred to
the City of Calgary and the building became the
main entrance for the CCPA. This newly com
pleted complex features three large concert
halls, numerous recital halls and a small
retail area with offices located in the upper
floors of the Calgary Public Building. The
Performing Arts Centre is a definite asset to
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the CBD and an integral feature of Olympic
Plaza.
The Public Building is typical of 1920's insti
tutional architecture, its stylized classicism
rising six stories and clad in Manitoba tyndall
stone.(14) This building forms a strong bound
ary to the plaza and the mall. The new facade
of the CCPA defies classification.
It is
comprised of a three-story brick facade, a
questionable use of material between the terra
cotta facade of the Burns Building and the
limestone of the public Building, with detail
ing that is perhaps best described as Sweets
Catalogue Nordic Classicism. However, it is
not offensive, but rather subdued, and forms a
strong site boundary at pedestrian level.
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COMPLETED:

1911
Provincial Historic Designation

ARCHITECT:

Claydon Brothers, Winnipeg

This structure, being the only remaining build
ing on the site proper, is of prime importance
to the project. Originally built as a bank, it
has changed hands many times before becoming
the possession of the present owners, Raines,
Finlayson and Barrett Architects, who occupy
the top two floors. The lower two floors are
vacant.
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The building originally addressed only 8th
Avenue to the south and 1st Street to the west
but, with the demolition of neighboring struc
tures for the Olympic Plaza, it now addresses
the site to the north and east.
The two
facades which address the site are brick slabs
and are not in keeping with the fine classical
terra-cotta detailing of the other two original
facades. These two facades and the expansion
of the structure to fit the programmed needs of
the plaza make up a substantial portion of the
project.
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Provincial Historic Designation
ARCHITECT:

John A. Keith, Victoria
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It would be desirable to include this fine
sandstone
structure
in
the
plaza,
but
unfortunately its small scale, its orientation
and the fact that the City of Calgary placed a
Light Rail Transit Station between it and the
project area make it impossible.
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While the plaza draws its name from the Olympic
Games, its function remains the same before,
during and after the celebrations. The City of
Calgary Program calls for the plaza to house
the nightly Medals Presentations and to become
the center of festivities during the day.
These two functions do not really differ from
the day-to-day life of the plaza.
While the crowds of 10,000 expected to attend
the medals ceremonies are larger than any other
single event to be held at the plaza, they may
be housed in the area of Macleod Trail, to be
closed during the ceremonies, or in spaces
programmed for other uses rather than con
structing a plaza to house 10,000 spectators on
one occasion only. Events drawing 5,000 or
more spectators are programmed with some
frequency and a plaza suited to this scale of
event may be more suitable.

S I D E R A T I O N S
The temporary stage mentioned in the City
Program for the Games is also questionable. To
a city the size of Calgary, the Winter Olympic
Games are a momentous honor and the legacy
should in some way be preserved. While the
actual winner's podium could possibly be a
temporary structure, the stage could be of suchdesign that it would be used as a seating area
and/or site boundary during its off-hours.
Situated close to the City Hall, the stage
could become a permanent record in the heart of
the city of what will hopefully be one of its
proudest moments.
The plaza, as the center of festivities during
the Games, does not differ from the plaza's
permanent role as "heart" of the city and thus
does not require much extra programming.
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The proof of a well-designed urban space is
easily discovered; a well-designed or success
ful urban space is heavily used. People are
what constitute a successful urban space. By
identifying and responding to as wide a range
of human needs as possible, we may draw upon a
correspondingly wide range of the population.
The primary goal in the design of Olympic
Plaza, as outlined in the prototype program, is
to act as the heart of the city.(15) In this
role, the plaza belongs to every citizen of
Calgary. Thus, there is only one user group:
the residents of the city.
However, trying to identify the needs and
desires of this group is a study of immense
magnitude and is certainly beyond the scope of
this thesis. In order to pare this group down
to a comprehensible size, I wish to divide it
into two types:
(1) those who journey to the plaza to partake
in a specific activity. These people, or
rather the activities that are to draw them
to the plaza, are identified in the proto
type program.
(2) secondly, and perhaps most important, are
those who occupy the plaza for its pleasant
quality of space.
It will be assumed that this second group,
since they have not journeyed from any distance
to partake in a specific activity, is composed
of people who are in the vicinity of the plaza
for reasons that do not directly relate to the

P S
project. Their reasons are as varied as place
of work in the central business district, place
of residence in the CBD or they simply are in
the area for shopping. Whatever the reason,
these are the people who will flock to the
plaza to eat their lunch, to stop in for a
drink after work or just sit and enjoy the
space. These are the "people" who are the
primary component of the plaza. Hopefull}*, b>
providing them with a space that is comi'cit
able, a space where they can feel secure (both
psychologically and
physically), a
space
created in the scale of the pedestrian and \\ith
his use in mind, the needs and desires of this
group will be fulfilled.
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INTRODUCTION:
The key to the successful solution of any pro
ject is the identification of the problem. The
understanding of the problem makes the realiza
tion of the solution both stronger and easier.
This urban analysis is undertaken in trying to
identify the inherent strengths and weaknesses
of the site.
It is done for two reasons.
First, to detect defects in the spatial condi
tions and the negative site influences so that
they can be corrected or masked out. Secondly,
to recognize the existing positive attributes,
so as to be able to complement and enhance
them.
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This traditional urban analysis tool illus
trates the figure-ground relationship between
urban form and urban space. To the south we
can see the strong site boundary created by the
Calgary Centre for the Performing Arts (CCPA)
and the Burns Building, and to the east the
prominent position of the City Hall with
respect to the site. The axis created by the
linear nature of the Stephen Avenue Mall is
just visible entering the site from the west
and passing in front of the CCPA. Unfortun
ately, this is not terminated by the Municipal
Building and it passes between this building
and the City Hall.
Also visible to the north is the weak edge
condition due to the small mass of the Catholic
Church of the Redeemer and to the west the
absence of any significant structure allows the
space to bleed into the vacant lot between
Centre Street and 1st Street East.
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The function of these two plates, the second
being a graphic representation of that which is
labeled in the first, is to determine which
buildings surrounding the site are most recog
nizable, or identifiable, to the public. The
degree of identity is determined as a function
of two variables: (1) image, or to what degree
are the visual characteristics of the building
recognized as belonging to that specific
building, and (2) function, or to what degree
would the average citizen of Calgary have
occasion to use it for its intended function.
The results of these two questions, based upon
my experiences and observations as a resident
of Calgary for twenty-odd years, are labeled on
the first of the two sheets. Illustrated on
the second sheet are the buildings rendered in
varying degrees according to their strength of
identity; the most identifiable are depicted
having form, detail and color...ranging down to
the least identifiable, having only their
building footprint represented. Included in
this study is the degree of identity possessed
by the Stephen Avenue Mall.
The most identifiable areas are the civic
structures on the east edge of the site and the
mall which leads in from the west. The City
Hall's identity is based much more on image
than on function; it is the symbol of local
government, the seat of power, and represents
something that is very much at a premium in
Calgary--history.
The Municipal Building's
identity is based also on image, but mostly
because of its scale and color and not any
associated meanings. The mall possesses strong

image qualities because of its unique character
in the urban core and the vivacity that is the
result of its heavy use (function).
The southern boundary of the site possesses a
strong identity due to the historic qualities
of the Burns Building to the east and the
Calgary Public Building on the west end of the
block. These buildings do not possess the
image qualities evident in the civic struc
tures, but their degree of identity is bolster
ed by the location of the Calgary Centre for
the Performing arts within them.
The remainder of the buildings in the immediate
vicinity are lacking in both image and function
and are not strong site influences.
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These drawings are intended to illustrate, by
cutting sections through the site and the major
site approaches, the spatial qualities of the
area in the vicinity of each section as well as
some of the elevational qualities illustrated
in the section.
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there is nothing to demark the path of the
street. Thus the space of the proposed Olympic
Plaza bleeds out into the transit mall and the
directional qualities of the street are
reduced. While it is desirable to have some
interaction between the street and the square,
each must retain some sense of identity due to
their tangential relationship.

Section A:
This section has been taken through 7th Avenue
South, looking to the east. Together with the
8th Avenue, or Stephen Avenue, Mall these two
streets form the principal pedestrian corridors
from the center of the downtown, located just
to the west. During the last decade, 7th
Avenue was closed to vehicular traffic and the
new Light Rail Transit Mall was located at
grade, with one track running in each direc
tion.
The quiet nature of these electric
trains make 7th Avenue one of the quieter
streets in downtown Calgary. Yet, as can be
seen in the section, its sense of enclosure,
and thus its directional or processional
qualities, has been greatly reduced by the
demolition of the buildings which formed the
street wall on the south side between Center
Street and 1st Avenue East.(16) Unfortunately,
this block is not included in this thesis
project, so it must suffice to say that hope
fully in the near future the street wall will
be restored by the construction of a new
building. Between 1st Street and 2nd Street
East, the future location of Olympic Plaza,
this weak edge condition continues. Other than
the line of the sidewalk on the groundplane,

Section B:
The approach to the site by way of the Stephen
Avenue Mall is by far the most important. This
pedestrian mall is heavily used during the
summer months and forms a strong link, both in
terms of pedestrian movement and as an axis,
between the civic area and the dense core of
the central business district to the west. As
can be seen in this section, the scale is most
sympathetic to the pedestrian. For the most
part, the street is bordered on both sides by
low-rise commercial structures dating from the
turn of the century or earlier. The street
walls form a boundary that is uniform and
continuous spatially, yet rich in detail and
character.

Section C:
This section is taken through Macleod Trail,
the major vehicular artery into the downtown
from the south. As one approaches the site
from this direction, somewhat of a gate is
formed by the Calgary Centre for the Performing

Arts on the left and the new Municipal Building
on the right. Visible through this gate are the
spire and facade of the City Hall addressing
the site to the west, the proposed site of
Olympic Plaza. Thus the City Hall, by means of
its strong vertical element, has let us know we
are to arrive in a "place" and has also
announced to us, by its addressing of our site,
that we are to expect an open space that is its
setting.(17)

Section D:
This first section of the site itself is viewed
from the far western edge running north-south
and looking to the east at the City Hall and
new Municipal Building. Evident in the section
is the weak site boundary condition that exists
in the northwest corner of the site. The
strong boundary that forms the wall to the
south is not repeated on this side due to the
small scale of the Catholic Church of the
Redeemer. Thus the site bleeds out to the
north, across the 7th Avenue Transit Mall and
over the church. This is perhaps best correct
ed by some sort of boundary constructed on the
site itself.
Also evident in the section is the continuation
of the pedestrian scale of the Stephen Avenue
Mall along the portion of 8th Avenue to be
included in the project.
This scale is
continued into the site by the Dominion Bank
Building which links, by means of scale, form
and detail, the site with the rest of the
pedestrian mall.

Further east along 8th Avenue, we can see the
bulk of the new Municipal Building. Originally
intended to terminate the Stephen Avenue Mall
by reflecting the City Hall in its glass
curtain wall, this building is a dismal
failure. The curtain wall system chosen lias
large, blue mullions that interfere greatly
with any image seen as a reflection and the
color seems very much out of place when
compared to the sandstone and limestone of the
surrounding buildings. Not only does it fail
to terminate the mall, its scale dwarfs all
other buildings in its vicinity, not to mention
the petite City Hall. Due to the fact that it
was just completed this past fall, its immense
size, and that it is near and dear to present
city administrators and planners, it is a
negative site influence that cannot
be
dismissed nor altered.

both of questionable
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Section E:

Section G:

Also a north-south section, but taken at the
eastern edge of the site, this drawing further
emphasizes the outlandish scale of the new
Municipal Building, as well as the scale of
Rocky Mountain Plaza on the northeast corner of
the site.
The color and material of this
building are sympathetic to the surrounding
structures, but its absolute lack of detail and
its immense scale make it a disturbing site
presence.

It is possible to see in this section the weak
termination of the Stephen Avenue Mall that is
attempted by the Municipal Building.
The
angled form of the building, created in the
hope of reflecting the City Hall, causes the
axial thrust of the mall to be deflected
between the Municipal Building and the City
Hall. Thus it is never satisfactorily termin
ated.

Section F:
This very revealing section/elevation illus
trates two key spatial conditions. The first
is the excellent relationship the City Hall
enjoys with the site. The slight slope of the
site towards the east and City Hall form an
excellent
setting
for
this
significant
structure.
However, the two weakest site boundaries are
also visible.
The west edge of the site
directly opposite the City Hall has no boundary
and thus the space bleeds across the street and
is not terminated by the insignificant struc
ture located on the west side of 1st Street
East. This condition, along with the very weak
boundary provided by the church and the LRT
Station mentioned previously, makes it very
difficult to perceive the site as a definite
"space."(18)

This section also illustrates the strong site
boundaries created by the Dominion Bank
Building to the west and the wall formed by the
CCPA to the south.
While both exhibit
satisfactory spatial character, the use of
brick on the previously unaddressed rear and
side facades of the Bank Building and also on
the new portion of the CCPA is incompatible
with the sandstone, limestone and terra-cotta
of the surrounding structures.
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This study identifies the major pedestrian
groups and their paths. The paths have been
plotted assuming the block that is to house the
Olympic Plaza still retains the low-rise
commercial structures that have recently been
demolished.
The largest group of pedestrians is by far
those people who work in the downtown area,
identified on the map as "office workers."
Their behavior is determined by time of day; in
the morning and after work they are engaged in
either going to or coming from work, and during
the lunch hour (on pleasant days) they stroll
the mall. The behavior in the morning is
usually goal-oriented and restricted by time;
they leave the means by which they arrived
downtown (either car or LRT) and proceed
directly to the workplace in hopes of being on
time.
Their afternoon behavior is also
directed towards a goal (that of going home),
but time is not as critical a factor. If the
weather is pleasant, they may seek a spot to
relax or they may look for food and drink.
During the noon hour, if the weather is
cooperative, the mall is a hive of activity;
people seek out places to sit, relax and watch
others, places to eat and drink, or they simply
walk up and down the mall for exercise. The
circulation route starts at the west end of the
mall and proceeds to the east end (the western
edge of our site). Upon reaching this end of
the mall, they linger a moment, determine that
there is no where to proceed and no activity or
space to hold them there, and proceed back to
the west. This is the largest group of poten

P
tial users, and the group with the most varied
needs: comfortable space, a place to sit and
to watch, entertainment, food and drink. A
subset of this group has been illustrated on
the map because of their size and concentra
tion: the 2000 employees who work in the
Municipal Building. However, their behavior is
identical to that of the average worker
described above; they seek the activity of the
mall during the noon hour and before and after
work they are in transit from and to their
homes.
Another group of potential users large enough
to be identifiable are the elderly residents of
the east end of downtown. Their paths are, for
the most part, non-goal-oriented and under
little time constraint (similar to the office
workers during the noon hour). They usually
wander from their place of residence and
meander down to the mall to window shop, visit
or simply sit and watch other people.
The final group identified on the map are the
patrons of • the Calgary Centre for the
Performing Arts. These are people who arrive
at specified times and immediately after the
event leave the area. This is due to the lack
of entertainment (food, drink and/or music)
available at the present time.
Degree of Public Access:
The degree of public access map illustrates to
what degree a building may seem inviting to the

average citizen or how welcome a citizen would
be to enter the structure. The degree of pub
lic to privateness combined with the frequency
one might visit the structure helps to estab
lish a building's presence.
The most open of the structures bordering the
site are the LRT stations and the Catholic
Church. The LRT stations are open structures
and have no entry barriers, so this degree of
openness is easy to accept. The Catholic
Church, however, is more complex. While it may
be physically open only on Sunday, its
qualities of sanctuary and refuge give the
structure a high degree of publicness.
The next category combines retail and the civic
structures. These are open to all people, but
only during certain hours. Following these are
the public institutions (the CCPA, the library
and the Glenbow Museum) and office space, both
of which are open to certain people during
specified hours. The least open qualities are
exhibited by the two older buildings to the
northwest of the site. Although I am not
certain of their use, I feel that they are
empty and thus not open to the public at all.
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This map labels the five categories of land use
bordering the site (civic institution, relig
ious institution, public institution, office
and retail) on their respective spaces. The
value of this map lies in adjoining site
functions with compatible uses in buildings
surrounding the site.
Vehicular Traffic:
There are only two streets with automobile
traffic bordering the site, but both are of
major proportion. Macleod Trail to the east is
the major traffic artery into downtown from the
south and carries a large amount of automobile
and small truck traffic during all hours of the
day.
The noise and dirt produced by this
street are very negative site influences.
First Street East is the major artery from the
downtown to the southern half of "the city.
The large amount of traffic produces dirt and
noise detrimental to the atmosphere of the
site. The southern portion of the site, 8th
Avenue East, still carries a small volume of
traffic; it is to be closed in order to extend
the pedestrian mall to the civic buildings.
Although it is to contain two-lane westbound
traffic during events at the CCPA, it produces
little or no negative influence on the site.
The Transit Mall to the north is, for the most
part, quiet and clean. The electric train cars
move smoothly and do not emit fumes, and thus
are not a great disturbance to the plaza.
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Due to the relatively low-rise buildings that
exist to the south and west, the site receives
a great deal of light during those periods when
the sun is high in the sky. During the noon
period, both summer and winter, the site is
almost completely bathed in sun. However, as
with all northern latitudes, the sun drops
quickly during the winter and by 3:00 p.m. the
site is, for the most part, in shade. This
will not affect the medals presentation
ceremonies, since the sun will have long since
set by 7:00 p.m., but afternoon events should
be sited to the north so as to receive as much
sun as possible. During the summer months the
site receives direct and reflected light from
9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., and those parts not
shaded by the Bank Building receive sun well
into the evening.(19)

Environmental Analysis:
This study is a compilation of the information
that has been determined in the previous
studies and various points in the area are
given a subjective rating from 1 to 10. The
areas with the lowest number are the weakest
and are thus identified as needing the most
attention. The scale of 1-10 is based on an
"ideal" urban space, although this ideal
remains undefined.
From the west we see the activity and character
of the Stephen Avenue Mall (8 out of 10)
flowing into the site. As we move east onto
the block of 8th Avenue South included in the
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project, the rating drops to 7, although this
may be a little high. The pedestrian mall has
ended and the north side of the street has no
definition; the activity and character are
gone. Moving further to the east we come to
the steps of the Municipal Building.
This
elevated plaza, though somewhat barren, is a
acceptable space but the view is towards our
site, which is in temporary use as a parking
lot; thus the rating is lowered to 6. The rest
of the site, the northern side, has two major
weaknesses: (1) to the south we have the
project site, now a rather dismal parking lot,
and (2) the boundaries to the north and west
are especially weak -- thus the lower ratings
from 4 to 6.

P R O G R A M
Due to the somewhat elusive functional require
ments of portions of this project, I have
undertaken a search to explore as wide a range
of activities as possible and to determine the
spaces, equipment and desired relationships
required by each. Although it may be perceived
as being repetitive, it has helped, through
this repetition, to illustrate that, though the
activities are greatly varied, they share many
spatial and functional requirements.
The
summary of this program search is a list of
spaces which will comprise Olympic Plaza.
In addition, the program search includes a
section that illustrates the role of Olympic
Plaza as setting for the significant historic
structures that ring the site. Spatial and
functional relationships that will help to draw
these buildings into the plaza are documented
here.
This program search is followed by the program
document which more specifically addresses the
needs of each space.

S

E A R C H

The Olympic Plaza as the "heart" of the civic area of the downtown.
...the square is its heart and its beat should be felt/20^
- French "The east end of the downtown has, over time, developed into the municipal
center of Calgary with the Calgary Centre for the Performing Arts, City
Hall, Public Library and other civic functions. The Olympic Plaza would
provide an open space for pedestrians that would contrast with the densely
built-up blocks of the downtown. The Olympic Plaza would be an attractive,
large, open space identified with the image of Calgary."
"The qualities of Olympic Plaza should allow for:
i) a high quality, unique, open space that enhances the
image of Calgary;
ii) flexibility to program a variety of activities for
the user;
iii) opportunity for the user to be actively engaged by the
surroundings;
iv) an attractive, comfortable and safe environment for
the user during the day and at night."
- City of Calgary Program -

A C T I V I T Y . Ceremonial Functions: The plaza could be used as the welcoming area for
visitors, openings of parades, festivals, theme weeksJ21^

U S E R S • Crowds of up to 5,000 (standing).(

22 ^
Groups of dignitaries up to 25 (visible from crowds), security.

S I Z E . 5,000 people @ 64/person = 30,0004; plus stage of about 1000$.

E Q U I P M E N T . Facilities for

installation of temporary public address system, temporary
lighting, temporary shelter for stage.

R E L A T I O N S H I P S , stage with adjacent viewing area.

ATE RIAL.
HIERARCHY:
TIME:

Desired views to civic structures.

Low-maintenance, weather-resistant surface suitable for use in any season.
Must be able to withstand heavy flow of pedestrian traffic. Most suitable:
stone or concrete.
Permanent role of Olympic Plaza.
area of downtown.

Central to its acting as "heart" of civic

Could occur at any time, during any season (but most likely to occur during
summer).
o/

ACTIVITY: Cultural

Events and Festivals: Music, theatre and dance associated with
the C.C.P.A. could be presented on a staged23)

USERS

Performers: up to 100. Press: two or three cameras plus crew.
Patrons: up to 1000 (seated)..

S I Z E : 1000 patrons @ 7.54 each^

24^

= 75004 plus 20004 stage plus 10004 support.

E Q U I P M E N T : Stage

with facilities for lighting and sound; temporary or permanent
seating for 1000 temporary camera towers with wiring.

R E L A T I O N S H I P S : Adjacent

to C.C.P.A. while sheltered from public and vehicular traffic
noise and light.

M A T E R I A L : Low-maintenance, weather-resistant flooring

and stage:

stone or concrete,

Comfortable seating: wood or grass.

H I E R A R C H Y : Important as cultural center of Calgary.
T I M E : 1:00 p.m. to 12:00 midnight, June, July, August, September.

ACTIVITY: Cultural

Events and Festivities (continued):
fairs, cultural and ethnic events.(25)

U S E R S " Organizers/participants: up to 50.

Glenbow Museum art exhibits,

Crowds: up to 1000 (moving about

area).

S I Z E : Crowds of 1000 @ 6.5$ each = 6500$, plus performance areas = 10004.

E Q U I P M E N T : Temporary

shelter for display material.
theatre, dance, comedy, etc.

Floor space for impromptu street

RELATIONSHIPS: Adjacent to both Glenbow Museum and Stephen Avenue Mall.

MATERIAL: Paved surface suitable for vehicular and pedestrian traffic.
HIERARCHY:

Periodic use, although could share area with other activities throughout
year.

T I M E : 9:00 a.m. to midnight, June, July, August, September.

ACTIVITY: Political

Events: . Citizens could- gather at the plaza to hear visiting
royalty, political rallies, election speeches.(26)

U S E R S "Dignitaries: up to 20.

Security: up to 100 with support areas.
Crowds: up to 10,000 (with view of stage).

SIZE:

10,000 people @ 64 each = 60,000$, plus stage of 10004.

E Q U I P M E N T : Facilities for up to 100 security personnel, for temporary P.A. system, for
temporary lighting and temporary shelter for stage.

RELATIONSHIPS: Adjacencies to LRT as well as backdrop of civic buildings desirable.

MATERIAL:
HIERARCHY:
TIME:

Low-maintenance, weather-resistant surface suitable for heavy pedestrian
traffic in any season. Stone, brick or concrete most suitable.

Periodic use, although it is central to Olympic Plaza's image as a town
square.
Could occur at any time, any season of the year.

ACTIVITY: Major

Festivities: The plaza could be where Calgarians gather when signi
ficant events occur, i.e., Flames win Stanley Cup, New Year's Eve.^27)

U S E R S 'Participants:

up to 3,500 (spontaneous gathering)

SIZE: 3,500 people @ 6$ each =

21,000$.

EQUIPMENT:
RELATIONSHIPS: Proximity to public transit would be desirable.

MATERIAL: Paved area to hold up to 3,500 (although due to spontaneity,
used).

HIERARCHY: Hard to plan for; best combined with other activities.
TIME: Any time of day, any season.

it may not be

ACTIVITY: Recreational

Opportunities: for a large number of senior citizens who are
residents of the area as well as downtown office workers.

USERS

Residents of downtown as well as daytime office workers (up to 1,200 per
hour during peak hours).

SIZE:

E Q U I P M E N T*. Benches, perches

and grassy areas to relax on.
look at. Food kiosks (independent). Sun.

Pidgeons, other people to

RELATIONSHIPS: Should be extension of and adjacent to Stephen Avenue Mall.

MATERIAL: "Soft" materials to cushion space:

grass, wood, water, canvas, plantings.
Weather-resistant, low-maintenance material for paving: brick, stone,
concrete.

HIERARCHY: Imperative to give life to "heart" of downtown.
T I M E : Peak hours:

11:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. during summer months.

ACTIVITY: Recreational

Opportunities (Activities): for the residents of downtown as
well as office workers; a year-round activities area.

U S E R S • Children, adolescents, adults

and senior citizens who seek year-round out
door activities suitable to the urban core.

SIZE:

E Q U I P M E N T• Recreational

equipment suitable to all ages: sailing ponds, carousels,
• grass activity fields, tables for board games (chess), skating, etc.

RELATIONSHIPS• Adjacencies to warming facilities, food (winter and summer), and pedestrian
corridor desired.

MATERIAL: Low-maintenance,

durable materials suitable to repeated use throughout
year: steel, stone, concrete; soft materials for sitting; canvas, wood,
grass.

HIERARCHY: Again, imperative to give life to the "heart" of downtown.
TIME: 8:00 a.m. to 2:00 a.m., any day of the year.

ACTIVITY: Entertainment:

Eating -- caf£; the opportunity for plaza users to grab a
bite to eat without the formalities and time involved in "dining out."

USERS

Downtown workers, C.C.P.A. patrons, area residents, visitors to the plaza.

S I Z E : 100 people @ 154 each^

29^

= 1500$ + 5004 kitchen, service, etc. = 20004 .

- E Q U I P M E N T : Seating for approximately 100 customers, service counter, kitchen, storage.
RELATIONSHIPS: Located within Bank Building or expansion, adjacent to plaza.

M A T E R I A L : Suitable to cafe atmosphere and dependent on theme of establishment.
H I E R A R C H Y : Imperative

to draw life into plaza at all hours and to extend existing

mall.

T I M E : 7:00 a.m. to 4:00 a.m.

A C T I V I T Y : Entertainment:

Eating--formal dining; the opportunity for C.C.P.A. patrons
and citizens of the city to dine in the heart of the city.

U S E R S "P.A. patrons, downtown

workers, residents of the city, visitors to the

site.

S I Z E : 100 people @ 22$ each

(30)

= 2200$ plus 1500$ "service" = 5700$.

E Q U I P M E N T : Seating

for at least 100, kitchen, service areas, lounge, entry, coat
check, storage.

R E L A T I O N S H I P S : Located within Bank Building or expansion.

MATERIAL:
HIERARCHY:
TIME:

Visual ties to site.

Suitable to atmosphere of fine dining and dependent on theme of establish
ment^).
Imperative to have facility with image compatible to C.C.P.A.

11:30 a.m. to 2:00 a.m.

A C T I V I T Y : Entertainment:

Music and dancing--the opportunity to provide enter tain..
well into the night for the younger crowd.

U S E R S "Downtown workers, C.C.P.A.

patrons, area residents, visitors to the pia_^,

citizens of Calgary.

S I Z E : 200 people 0 154 each = 30004, dancing 3004, service 5004.

E Q U I P M E N T : Music

(live or canned), liquor service, snacks, coat storage, room tor
dancing, light system.

RELATIONSHIPS: Located within Bank Building or expansion; adjacent to plaza.

MATERIAL: Dependent on theme, mood and acoustic qualities.
HIERARCHY:

Imperative to extend life of plaza into evening.

TIME: 4:00 p.m. to 3:00 a.m.

A C T I V I T Y : Retail: The opportunity to extend the retail district of the mall into the
plaza.

USERS

Downtown workers, citizens of the city, visitors to the city.

S I Z E • Varies with business establishment.

E Q U I P M E N T : Display area, service and storage, signage.
RELATIONSHIPS: Located within Bank Building

MATERIAL:
HIERARCHY:

or expansion; adjacent to plaza.

Varies with business establishment.

Imperative to continue activity of the mall into the plaza,

TIME: 9:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m.

ACTIVITY!Calgary Stampede:

The plaza could be used for Stampede breakfasts, barbe
cues, dances, exhibits.(31)

USERS • Vendors: up to 10 with own kiosks.

Entertainers: one or more groups
depending on proximity. Crowds: up to 2000.

Z E . 2000 people § 64 each = 12,0004.

EQUIPMENT

Both vendors and entertainers require access to electricity.
acles for trash, washrooms.

Need recept

RELATIONSHIPS• Desired proximity to Stephan Avenue Mall (link to other activities).

Also

need adjacent sitting areas for resting or eating.

MATERIAL: Low-maintenance, weather-resistant material

suitable for heavy pedestrian
and vehicular use. Also low-maintenance areas suitable for sitting: grass
or benches.

HIERARCHY: Although only

in periodic use, this space could be shared with many other
activities during the year.

TIME: 8:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m., July 4th to 14th of each year.

The Olympic Plaza will be the site of ceremonies, festivities, and cultural
events associated with the Olympic Games. As the center for outdoor fes
tivities, the plaza would be the focus of media coverage and be recognized
by international viewers. The Olympic Plaza will remain as a legacy of the
Games and should reflect the image of Calgary.
The XV Winter Olympic Games, to be held February 13-28, 1988, will feature
many activities throughout the city, but the focus will be on events at the
Olympic Plaza. Major programmable events will occur on this site through
out the Games J 32 ^

i The Olympic Medals Presentation Ceremonies.

U S E R S • Spectators; up to 10,000 local residents, Canadians from across the country
and visitors from around the world.

S I Z E . 10,000 people @ 64 each =

60,0004.

E Q U I P M E N T : Plaza to hold up to 10,000 standing spectators.
R E L A T I O N S H I P S : Proximity to LRT and sight lines to civic buildings desired, also to stage.

MATERIAL:
HIERARCHY:

Low-maintenance, weather-resistant paving. Must be able to resist heavy
pedestrian traffic flow: stone, brick or concrete.
Of the highest priority, both as a focus of the Games and as its legacy.

TIME: 7:00 p.m. onwards, February 14 to 28, 1988S

33)

ACTIVITY

The Olympic Medals Presentation Ceremonies.

U S E R S "Athletes and officials who would be the focus of the nightly Medals Presen
tation.

S I Z E • Around 2500$.

E Q U I P M E N T : Sound and light system, three flagpoles visible to athletes and spectators,
tri-level podium, stage, backstage assembly area, band.

RELATIONSHIPS: Stage to be visible to spectators; backstage to be hidden from view; access
to warming facilities.

M A T E R I A L : Stage:

weather-resistant, suitable to winter use. Sound and light system,
podium, assembly area, and warming facilities may be of a temporary nature,
but suitable to nature of the ceremony.

HIERARCHY: In the short term, this is the primary function of the project. In the long
term, it should form an important legacy of the Games for Calgary.

T I M E : 7:00 p.m. onwards, February 14 to 28, 1988.

A C T I V I T Y : The Olympic Medals Presentation Ceremonies
U S E R S • T.V. and other news services,
SIZE:

E Q U I P M E N T : Camera towers (3), space for T.V. trailer, interview space.
RELATIONSHIPS: Sight lines to stage, flags, backdrop of city.

MATERIAL:
HIERARCHY:
TIME:

Temporary.

Key in presenting image of city to rest of world through the medium of
television.
7:00 p.m. onwards, February 14 to 28, 1988.

A C T I V I T Y• The Olympic Medals Presentation Ceremonies (continued)
U S E R S•Security:

The Royal Canadian Mounted Police.

SIZE:

E Q U I P M E N T• Temporary

on-site security control space, possible video surveillance
screens, radio reception equipment.

RELATIONSHIPS:

MATERIAL:
HIERARCHY:
TIME: 7:00 p.m. onwards, February 14 to 28, 1988

A C T I V I T Y• The

XV Winter Olympic Games; Daytime Activities--Concerts and theatrical
performances.(34)

U S E R S • Performers: up

to 50. Spectators: 500 to 1000 people could be expected to
attend impromptu or scheduled events.

S I Z E : iogg p

e0pxe

g 7.54/person = 75004 plus 20004 stage plus 10004 support.

E Q U I P M E N T : Stage

with facilities for sound equipment; temporary seating for up to
1000; warming facilities; sun.

RELATIONSHIPS: Adjacent to Stephen Avenue Mall, sheltered from traffic noise.

MATERIAL:
HIERARCHY:
TIME:

Low-maintenance, weather-resistant stage and flooring. Warming facilities
may be of a temporary nature, or could be housed in existing structure, but
both must be suitable to nature of Games.
Imperative to role of plaza as focus of the Games, yet temporary.
combined with permanent activities.
8:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m., February 14 to 28, 1988.

May be

-AC XI VIT*Y. The XV Winter Olympic Games; Daytijne Activities--Ethnic events, Olympic
parades, breakfasts, exhibits, food fairs, pin exchangesS35)

U S E R S . Thousands

of visitors to the city, as well as local residents.
with kiosks to provide food and drink.

Vendors

S I 7 F -• See program.

^

E Q U I P M E N T• Kiosks (up to 10) supplied with power; warming

facilities; paved areas for

parades, exhibits; viewing stands, washrooms.

RELATIONSHIPS• Proximity

to Stephen Avenue Mall desired; access to permanent warming
facilities.

.A.TE R.I

L. Kiosks, viewing stands,

exhibit stands may be temporary: canvas, metal,
wood. Paved areas must be suitable to heavy pedestrian use: stone, brick,
concrete.

HIERARCHY: Although only

for temporary use, these areas could be used for other acti
vities throughout the life of the plaza.

TIME: 8:00 a.m. to 12:00 midnight, February 14 to 28, 1988.

ACTIVITY*. The XV Winter Olympic Games; Daytime Activities: Welcoming area for visit
ing dignitaries.

USERS. L

0Cai officials and visiting dignitaries (up to 25).
1000. Security (up to 10).

Z E . 1Q0Q people @ 64 each plus stage of 10004

E Q U I P M E N T• Facilities

Spectators: 500 to

70004.

for installation of temporary P.A. system, stage and viewing

areas.

RELATIONSHIPS: Stage with adjacent viewing area, access to LRT and warming facilities.

MATERIAL: Stage

and viewing area are to be permanent and impervious to weather
(stone, brick, concrete).

HIERARCHY: Important day use, but may be combined with Medals Presentation area.
TIME: 9:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m., February 14 to 28, 1988.

ACTIVITY

The XV Winter Olympic Games; Information Centers.

U S E R S • The thousands of visitors who will be

in the plaza and downtown areas dur

ing daytime and night activities.

SIZE:

E Q U I P M E N T : (1) Kiosks to dispense information (both written and oral) on the Games and
Calgary; (2) Electronic information on Games results.

RELATIONSHIPS: (1) Adjacent to pedestrian traffic; (2) visible to all on site.

MATERIAL: Electronic

data center should be temporary, but some kiosks may remain as
tourist infoimation centers throughout life of plaza.

HIERARCHY: Vital to plaza as heart.of Games.
T I M E : 8:00 a.m. to 2:00 a.m., February 14 to 28, 1988.

A C T I V I T Y• The XV Winter Olympic Games; Food and Warmth on Plaza Site.
USERS • The

thousands of daily visitors to the site, the visiting athletes and
officials.

S I 7 F '- See program.

^ 1 £-k

E Q U I P M E N T : Temporary

structures to house warming facilities (food and drink avail
able), kiosks to dispense food and drink, electricity.

RELATIONSHIPS: Due

to shelter provided by bank building, other shelters should be spread
throughout rest of site. Adjacent to activities.

MATERIAL: Materials of a temporary nature:

wood, aluminum, canvas, etc.

HIERARCHY: Due to weather, imperative for comfort of participants.
TIME: 8:00 a.m. to 12:00 midnight, February 14 to 28, 1988.

OBJECTIVE:- The Olympic Plaza as a setting for adjacent buildings:
The Olympic Plaza has the potential to symbolize the cultural and civic
functions of the city. The plaza would provide a setting for the Calgary
City Hall, Municipal Building, the adjacent heritage buildings and the
Calgary Centre for the Performing Arts.^6^

A C T I V I T YI Dining

and Entertainment: Expanding the use of Olympic Plaza into the
evening and continuing the nightclub district of the mall.

U S E R S'Patrons

of the C.C.P.A., downtown office workers and those seeking good/
entertainment in the heart of the city.

SIZE:

EQUIPMENT

One or more restaurants seating 150 patrons each; one or more nightclubs
accommodating 200 patrons each (see Appendix B).

R E L A T I O N S H I P S : Logical

location would be to house these activities within the existing
Bank Building due to its proximity to the C.C.P.A. and Stephen Avenue Mall.

M A T E R I A L : Sympathetic

to existing Dominion Bank Building and to desires of C.C.P.A.
patrons. Patio materials suitable to outdoor use.

HIERARCHY:

Central to theme of "the heartbeat" of downtown.

T I M E : 11:30 a.m. to 4:00 a.m., year-round.

T I "VIT"Y. ^0 included

portion of the Stephen Avenue Mall is to act as a ceremonial
entrance to the C.C.P.A. during eventsS37)

USERS. p a t r o n s 0f

c.C.P.A. arriving in vehicles.

Q7 7p.
20' wide to provide two-lane, westbound traffic.

E QUIPM ENT*. "Gate" (to close lane when not in use).

Paved traffic lane.

RELATIONSHIPS: Runs east-west in front of C.C.P.A. to service both entrances.

-^V'I'E RIAL,
J

paving suitable to year-round vehicular traffic (stone, brick, concrete)
Gate that prohibits vehicular but does not inhibit pedestrian traffic.

HIERARCHY:
TIME: 7:00 p.m. to 11:00 p.m. weeknights; 12:00 noon to 1:00 a.m. weekends.

T I VIX Y. Setting

for Heritage Buildings: The plaza should provide some degree of
focus on the 5 adjacent heritage structures (see Urban Analysis).

U S E R S . Visitors to the plaza.
SIZE:

EQUIPM E N T. Through

manipulation of
buildings can be formed.

built form, sightlines

to

RELATIONSHIPS:

A X E R I A L . Built objects (programmed), trees, paving elements, etc.

HIERARCHY.
TIME:

Imperative to preserving image of Calgary.

adjacent heritage

A C T I V I T Y : Setting for City Hall:

Primary focus should be placed oil the old City hail
as symbolic of the "heart" of the city.

U S E R S! Visitors to the plaza.
SIZE:

E Q U I P M E N T : Through manipulation of design elements, focus on the old

City Hall can be

formed.

RELATIONSHIPS:

M A T E R I A L : Built

objects (programmed), sculpture,
controlled views, level changes, etc.

plantings,

HIERARCHY: Key link to tying plaza in with image of Calgary.
TIME:

paving,

materials,

A C T I V I T Y : Setting

for Burns Building: The design for Olympic Plaza should draw this
significant historic structure into the plaza.

USERS

All visitors (users) of the plaza.

SIZE:

E Q U I P M E N T : Through

recalling some of the fine wrought iron work and terra-cotta
detailing on the Burns Building, it may become part of the plaza.

RELATIONSHIPS:

MATERIAL:
HIERARCHY:
TIME:

Controlled sight lines, arrangement of floorplan, wrought
detailing, adjacency of compatible uses.
Imperative to preserving the past in the image of Calgary.

iron

work.

A C T I V I T Y : Setting for the C.C.P.A.: The new Centre for the Performing arts (including
the Calgary Public Building) contributes significantly to the image of the
plaza.

USERS

All visitors to the plaza.

SIZE:

EQUIPMENT

The ceremonial entrance along 8th Avenue, the construction of an outdoor
concert facility and spaces for small, impromptu events should draw the

RELATIONSHIPS: C ' C P A '

int°the plaza

MATERIAL: Use

of materials that recall the C.C.P.A. (either brick or limestone),
sight lines, paving patterns, plantings, etc.

HIERARCHY: Imperative to draw the life of the C.C.P.A. into the plaza.
TIME:

A C T I V I T Y : Setting

for Dominion Bank Building: This significant historic structure
which remains on the site has vast potential to enliven the west end of the
site.

U S E R S' All visitors to the plaza.
SIZE:

E Q U I P M E N T : The

previously hidden east and north elevations should be altered so as to
address the plaza and reflect the excellent qualities of the other two

RELATIONSHIPS: elevations -

M A T E R I A L : Materials

and design chosen should be sympathetic to the finely detailed
terra-cotta on the existing two elevations.

HIERARCHY: Very

important to draw the Bank Building into the scheme, both as to
enhancing the local image and the excellent potential it possess to house
R 11 R •» R T~I functions.

TIME:

/

ACTIVITY: Setting for the Catholic Church of the Redeemer: Although desirable to draw
the historic institution into the square, it may prove to be physically
impossible.

USERS

All visitors to the plaza.

SIZE:

EQUIPMENT:
RELATIONSHIPS:

MATERIAL:
HIERARCHY: Although the
TIME:

presence of this structure would add to the plaza's role of
gathering the town, the church's orientation, small size and the visual
barrier of the LRT station may exclude its physical presence.

S U M M A R Y
OLYMPIC PLAZA:

amphitheatre:

paved plaza
stage
staging area
viewing area
stage
support areas

water
vegetation
seating
activities squares
information kiosks
mall

DOMINION BANK BUILDING:

cafe
fine dining
night club
speculative retail
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OLYMPIC PLAZA:
spectator area:
stage:
staging area:
amphitheatre viewing area:
stage:
support area:

168,000 to
25,000 to
1,000 to
1,500 to
7,500 to
2,000 to
1,500 to

water
vegetation
seating
activities squares:

4,000 to

information kiosks:

100 to

mall
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SPACE: Spectator Area
SQ.

FT.:25,0004

U S E S '.Olympic

Medal presentations, welcoming of visiting dignitaries, major cul*tural festivities, political gatherings, spontaneous gatherings, probable
location of T.V. cameras.

CAPACITY *. 5000 people.
SPATIAL Views to stage.
REQUIREMENTS:

F U N C T I O N A L Access to transit mall, pedestrian network.
REQUIREMENTS:

M A T E R I A L S'.Weather and traffic-resistant paving:

stone, brick, terrazzo, concrete.

E QUIPME NT*.Floor lighting, handicap access, electrical outlets.

SPACE: Stage
SQ. FT.

Minimum 1000$

USES •Presentation

of medals, welcoming
speeches, entertainment.

of visiting

dignitaries, political

CAPACITY:. 25
SPATIAL Visible from viewing area.
REQUIREMENTS:

F U N C T I O N A L Access to support
REQUIREMENTS • vehicular access.

areas (dressing, "secure" staging area, waiting areas);

MATERIALS: Weather-resistant, suitable

to ceremonial nature of Games; also could be
permanent legacy of Games: stone, brick, concrete.

E QUIPMENT*. Medals

podium, facilities for temporary lighting and sound systems, possi
ble temporary shelter from weather, handicap access, 3 flagpoles, possible
area for orchestra, possible V.I.P. viewing area.

SPACE• Staging Area
SQ. FT.

Minimum 1500$

LJ S E S.To

hold temporary security coordination centre, temporary shelter to warm
those involved in presentation, holding and gathering area for acts about
to use stage, space for mobile T.V. van.

^^PACITY . Dependent upon event.

SPATIAL Not visible to viewing area.
REQUIREMENTS:

_ _ UN CXI ON A L Access to secure area, vehicular access.
REQUIREMENTS:

ATE RIAL S. Weather-resistant,

capable of resisting pedestrian and vehicular traffic,
able to support temporary structures: stone, brick, terrazzo, concrete.

^ QUIPMENT. Electrical outlets, lighting (could be temporary).

S P A C E • Viewing Area
SQ. FT.: 7500(1
U S E S • Drama, concerts and festivals staged by the Calgary Centre for the Perform
ing Arts, Olympic activities.

CAPACITY : 1000 people.
SPATIAL view to stage, possible backdrop of C.C.P.A., sheltered
R E Q U I R E M E N T S . and light.

from traffic noise

^ U N C T I O N A L Access to transit mall, C.C.P.A. drop-off, pedestrian network.
REQUIREMENTS:

M A T E R I A L S • Seating

that is capable of year-round exposure, yet does not limit use of
space when not in programmed use: wood, stone, terrazzo, concrete, syn
thetics. Weather-resistant paving.

E Q U I P M E N T• Floor lighting, capability to cover events on T.V.

SPACE: Stage
SQ. FT.: 2000$

{Jts >

U S E S '.Capable

of holding symphony, small opera, theatre, rock concerts, various
performing groups.

CAPACITY • Maximum:

100 musicians.

SPATIAL Visible from viewing area, sheltered from traffic noise and light.
REQUIREMENTS:

F U N C T I O N A L Access to support facilities (C.C.P.A.), staging area.
REQUIREMENTS:

MATERIALS

Weather-resistant, capable of handling pedestrian and
traffic (dollies).

light

vehicular

E Q U I P M E N T• Facilities for temporary lighting and sound systems, temporary weather pro
tection, temporary acoustical treatment, temporary set-up of theatre back
drops.

S P A C E• Support Area
SQ. FT."Minimum 15004
U S E S I Gathering

and holding area for acts, temporary dressing area, temporary
prop storage, refreshment, possible location for mobile T.V. van.

CAPACITY • Dependent on event.
SPATIAL Hidden from viewing area.
REQUIREMENTS:

F U N C T I O N A L Access to C.C.P.A., vehicular access.
REQUIREMENTS:

MATERIALS: Weather-resistant,

capable of handling pedestrian and vehicular traffic,
able to support temporary structures: stone, brick, terrazzo, concrete.

E Q U I P M E N T : Electrical outlets, lighting (could be

temporary).
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SPACE: Water (liquid and frozen)
SQFT: Open

USES: Recreation:

sailing, splashing, skating; to reflect the world, to cleanse
the spirit, to cool the air, to drown out unwanted noise.

CADUCITY: Open.
SPATIAL Open.
REQUIREMENTS:

FUNCTIONAL
REQUIREMENTS--

Open.

MATERIALS: Open.
EQUIPMENT: Vessel to contain it, pumps, filters, fountains,
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S P A C E.'Vegetation
SQ.

FT.:open.

U S E S I To

relieve the "hard" atmosphere of the city, to sit on, to provide shade,
to filter dust, odors, noise, to give seasonal changes to the plaza.

CAPACITY I Open.
SPATI ALopen.
REQUIREMENTS:

F U N C T I O N ALopen.
REQUIREMENTS:

M A T E R I A L S'.Trees, deciduous shrubs, hedges, flowers, grass,
EQUIPMENT'.Water, soil, planters, tree grates.
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SPACE:Seating
SQ. FT.:T5pSirUSES ;To rest, to visit, to watch others, to contemplateCAPACITY: open.
SPATIAL Open.
REQUIREMENTS:

FUNCTIONAL open.
REQUIREMENTS:

MATERIALS: Wood, iron, grass, stone.
EQUIPMENT: Chairs, benches, shelves, steps, stages.
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SPACE:Activities Squares
SQ. FT. • Several (2

about 4(JU(Jcp.

U S E S ; Olympic festivities and displays, cultural events and displays from Glenbow
Museum, Stampede activities.

CAPACITY * Dependent on nature of event.
SPATIAL Areas for set-up of displays/events, and viewing/mingling.
REQUIREMENTS:

FUNCTIONAL Access to mall, vehicular access for set-up.
REQUIREMENTS:

MATERIALS: Weather-resistant,

capable of handling pedestrian and vehicular traffic
stone, concrete, brick.

EQUIPMENT: Electrical outlets.
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SPACE * Information Kiosks
SQ. FT.; ^1004
U S E S •To

dispense information to visitors before, during and after the Olympic
Games.

CAPACITY: x

person.

SPATIAL Visible at some distance to plaza visitors, adjacent to pedestrian areas.
REQUIREMENTS:

FUNCTIONAL
REQUIREMENTS:

MATERIALS• Semi-permanent, weather-resistent:

wood, aluminum, canvas

E Q U I P M E N T• Light, sound, information display, weather protection.

j'f

M A L L

SPACE.Stephen Avenue Mall

SQ. FT.-^
U S E S •Ceremonial access to C.C.P.A.; links existing mall

to civic structures

CAPACITY:
SPAT I AL^inear nature.
REQUIREMENTS:

F U N C T I O N A Lpassable
Q|J[ J

JyJ ]7

^roin

MATE RIAL S'. Brick >
EQUIPMENT:

to vehicular traffic at specified hours; forms pedestrian link
t0 civ^c structures.

Stone, concrete.

DOMINION BANK BUILDING:
(@ present size)
Cafe:

19,500 $
2,700 ft

eating:
kitchen:
service:
washrooms/custodial:

1,500 $
600 $
200 $
400 $

Fine Dining Establishment:

6,700 $

lobby:
lounge:
dining:
liquor service:
kitchen:
service area:
custodial:
Plus Patio:

300
1,000
3,300
200
1,000
200
700

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

750 «

Nightclub:
reception:
seating/dancing:
bar:
food:
washrooms:

4,450 $
150 $
3,000 $
250 $
250 *
800 $

c
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S P A C E• Eating Area.
SQ. FT. 1 1500$ (may also feature patio).
U S E S . Area for downtown, workers, C.C.P.A. patrons,

and visitors to the plaza to
have a quick bite to eat at any time of day or night.

CAPACITY * One or more holding 100 people.
SPATIAL Adjacent to pedestrian traffic of mall, plaza.
REQUIREMENTS:

F U N C T I O N A L Adjacent to service counter, access to washrooms.
REQUIREMENTS:

M A T E R I A L S'.Dependent on theme of establishment and budget.
EQUIPMENT•Tables and "chairs" to seat 100, counters with stools

S P A C E• Service Box
SQ. FT. r*2oo»
U S E S '.Snack

counter, sales, preparation and storage of beverages, bus equipment
(could include sandwich prep area).

CAPACITY • 2-3 people behind counter, 15-20 seated.
SPATIAL View of eating area.
REQUIREMENTS:

F U N C T I O N A L Access to kitchen (food prep), access to eating area.
REQUIREMENTS:

M A T E R I A L S : Sanitary

materials (easy to clean, maintain) that add to, rather than
detract from, image of establishment: stone, stainless steel, ceramic
tile, glass, neon.

E Q U I P M E N T•Cash register, coffee maker, capuccino maker, ice

cream storage, cold bev
erage storage, soda fountains, product display, stools, footrail.

S P A C E * Kitchen (food prep), Storage.
SQ. FT.:600m
USES

To prepare quick meals: sandwiches, soups, sushi, desserts, burgers, anu.
the storage of the ingredients (dry and frozen).

CAPACITY * 4 kitchen employees.
SPATIAL
REQUIREMENTS:

F U N C T I O N A L Access to service counter and to storage, disposal, delivery.
REQUIREMENTS:

MATERIALS: Sanitary, low-maintenance surfaces:

stainless steel, ceramic tile, synthe

tics.

E QUIPMENT '.Cold

storage, frozen storage, dry storage, dishwashing area, broiler,
fryer, oven, warming area, prep area, mixer, pass-thru to service countei,
soup kettles, slicer.

SPACE• Washrooms and Custodial
SQ. FT.

Washrooms--150$ each; custodial--100$

USES:
CAPACITY . Washrooms--3 people,

SPATIAL
REQUIREMENTS:

_ F UN CTI ON AL Access to and from eating area, yet not obvious to users
REQUIREMENTS:

MATERIALS: Sanitary materials suitable to theme of establishment.
^ QUIPMENT. Sinks, hand dryers or towel dispensers, toilets, urinals,

feminine hygiene
dispensers, fans. Custodial--sink, racks to hang mops, etc., shelf storage,

F I N E

D I N I N G

SPACE•Lobby/Reception/Coat Check.
SQ. FT. Hiow
USES '.An entrance node, an "introduction" to the space

beyond, an area to welcome
patrons, an area to wait and an area to dispose of your coat.

CAPACITY • Seating for around 15, staff of 3 hostesses, 1 coat check person.
SPATIAL
REQUIREMENTS:

FUNCTIONAL Access to building entrance/exit, access to dining room.
REQUIREMENTS:

MATERIALS: Dependent on theme of restaurant.
EQUIPMENT: Chairs,

tables, reception desk, coat storage area with counter, sound
system, "library."

SPACE: Lounge
SQ. FT. *. 1000$ (including 1504 wet bar).
USES

An area for those who wish to enjoy a quiet drink with a view of Olympic
Plaza, also for those who wish to have a drink before entering the restaur
ant.

CAPACITY: 50
SPATIAL View to Olympic Plaza, terrace with view to plaza, mall.
REQUIREMENTS:

F U N C T I O N A L Patron access to lobby, washrooms.
REQUIREMENTS:

Staff access to kitchen, storage.

M A T E R I A L SI Dependent on theme of restaurant.
E Q U I P M E N T•Seating for 50 w/tables, sound system, patio furniture, entertainment area.
Bar: ice storage, glass storage, liquor storage, dishwasher, condiment
storage, counter space, pop dispenser, cold storage, wine rack.

• Dining Room

SQ. FT.: 3300®
U S E S • A room to dine in which the patron is divorced from

the drudgery of every
day life, a room in which the quality of the atmosphere matches the quality
of food he is to be served.

CAPACITY: 150
SPATIAL Views of Olympic Plaza, the C.C.P.A., the mall and the civic structures.
REQUIREMENTS:

F U N C T I O N A L Access from lobby/reception, from kitchen/service area, and access to washR E Q U I R E M E N T S • rooms.

M A T E R I A L S• Dependent on theme of establishment.
E Q U I P M E N T• Tables and chairs to accommodate 150, area for entertainment, sound system,
computer and bus stations.

• Liquor Service (wet bar and small wine storage space).

SQ. FT. : 2004
U S E S '.To dispense liquor to

the restaurant patrons. The ambience of a bartender,
his actions, and his glass and bottle collection add to the atmosphere of
any restaurant.

CAPACITY • 1 bartender.
SPATIAL Visible to restaurant patrons.
REQUIREMENTS:

F U N C T I O N A L Very few; acts as self-contained
R E Q U I R E M E N T S • counter to garnish drinks.

MATERIALS

unit.

Servers should be provided with

Dependent on theme of establishment.

E Q U I P M E N T•Cold

storage, ice storage, dry storage, glass storage, liquor storage,
glass washer, pop dispenser, wine storage, counter space, computer readout.
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SPACE: Patio
SQ. FT.—
USES I Outdoor drinking and dining when the weather is suitable.
i

CAPACITY :,„p,tron!.
SPATIAL Direct sun; with views of Olympic Plaza, C.C.P.A., City Hall,
REQUIREMENTS:

FUNCTIONAL Access from lobby, kitchen, liquor service, access to washrooms,
REQUIREMENTS:

MATERIALS: Dependent on theme of restaurant/building; weather-resistant.
EQUIPMENT: Portable chairs, tables, bus stations, umbrellas.

SPACE: Kitchen
SQ. FT."100043 (minimum)
U S E S t The reception, storage, preparation, and cooking of foodstuffs into quality
meals (including baked goods), dishwashing.

CAPACITY • 8 kitchen staff and 2 dish washers.
SPATIAL
REQUIREMENTS:

F U N C T I O N A L Access to service area (meal pickup) and to disposal, delivery area.
REQUIREMENTS:

MATERIALS I Sanitary,

low-maintenance

surfaces:

ceramic

tile,

stainless

steel,

synthetics.

E Q U I P M E N T•Cold

storage, frozen storage, dry storage, dishwashing area, broilers,
fryer, ovens, warming area, prep area, mixer, soup kettles, slicer,
computer readout.

SPACE•Service Area
SQ. FT.: 2004
U S E S ! Food pickup, beverage prep, ice machine, condiment storage,
CAPACITY • 6 serving staff.
SPATIAL Not visible to dining room patrons.
REQUIREMENTS:

FUNCTIONAL Adjacent to dining room and kitchen pass-thru, dish area.
REQUIREMENTS:

MATERIALS: Sanitary,

low-maintenance
synthetics.

materials:

ceramic

tile,

stainless steel,

EQUIPMENT• Hot water, coffee machine, pop dispensers, cold storage, ice machine, stor
age shelves.

S P A C E•Washrooms and

Custodial Room (total of 4 washrooms --2 for lounge)

SQ. FT.!Washrooms--150$ each.

Custodial--100$.

USES:
CAPACITY . Washrooms--3 people each.
SPATIAL
REQUIREMENTS:

E U N CTI O N A L Access to and from eating area, lounge, lobby.
REQUIREMENTS:

M A T E R I A L S!Sanitary materials suitable to theme of
^ QUIPN4ENT. Sinks,

establishment.

mirrors, counter for make-up (women), towel dispensers, toilets,
urinals, feminine hygiene. Custodial: sink, mop racks, shelf storage.
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S P A C E• Reception, Coat Check.
SQ. FT.: I5O®
U S E S ^ Screening of patrons for admittance, coat storage,
CAPACITY . i hostess; 1 coat check person.
SPATIAL
REQUIREMENTS:

F UN CTI ON A LI Adjacent to bar entrance.
REQUIREMENTS:

M A T E R I A L S• Dependent on theme of establishment,
E Q U I P M E N T• Counter space, coat racks.

SPACE * Seating Area/Dance Floor
SQ. FT.: 3oo®
USES • Nightly entertainment for the younger set,
CAPACITY: 200 patrons.
SPATIAL View of plaza, mall.
REQUIREMENTS:

U N C TI O N A L pance floor surrounded by seating, access to lobby, washrooms
REQUIREMENTS:

MATERIALS • Dependent on theme of establishment, acoustic properties.
^ QUI PME NX. sound

and light system, stage, dance floor, stools, counters, chairs,
tables.

S P A C E :Bar
SQ. FT.: 2501)1
U S E S '.Liquor storage, beverage storage, service to patrons and service sta:
CAPACITY •3 bartenders, 15 patrons.
SPATIAL Dominates seating area.
REQUIREMENTS:

F U N C T I O N A L Access to ice machine, storage.
REQUIREMENTS:

MATERIALS

Dependent on theme of establishment.

E Q U I P M E N T•Cold storage,

ice storage, dry storage, glass storage, liquor storage, pop
dispenser, glass washer, wine storage (20 bottles), bar counter, barrail,
computer station.

S P A C E . Food Service
SQ. FT.: 250ft
U S E S • To prepare, serve and sell snacks to bar patrons
T A 1P A r i T
• 2 "cooks," seating
1 Y
1 •

for 10 patrons.

SPATIAL view of action desired.
REQUIREMENTS:

F U N C T I O N A L Few.
REQUIREMENTS:

M A T E R I A L S•
EQUIPMENT.

s e l £ . -contained unit.

Dependent on theme of establishment.

Dependent on menu: Cold storage, dry storage, coffee maker, prep counter,
service counter, stools.
Ill

S P A C E•Washrooms, Custodial, Storage
SQ. FT.

Washrooms--200$ each. Custodial--100$. Storage--300$

USES:
CAPACITY . Washrooms--5

people each.

SPATIAL
REQUIREMENTS:

^^ CTI ON AL Access
REQUIREMENTS:

to and from seating area, lobby, bar.

M A T E R I A L S• Sanitary
E Q U I P M E N T•Sinks,

materials suitable to theme of establishment.

mirrors, counters for make-up (women), towel dispensers, toilets,
urinals, feminine hygiene. Custodial: sink, mop racks, shelves. Storage:
frozen, cold and dry storage.
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The purpose of this project, as taken from the
City of Calgary program, is to design an urban
centre for Calgary that:
(1) acts year-round as the heart of the civic
area of the downtown.
(2) acts as the centre for outdoor festivities
during the XV Winter Olympic Games,
February 13 to 28, 1988, as well as the
location for the nightly medal presenta
tions.
(3) acts as a setting for and interacts with,
both visually and functionally, the adja
cent significant public institutions: the
City Hall, the Municipal Building and the
Calgary Centre for the Performing Arts.

In addition to accomplishing these three goals,
it has been my intention to recapture, through
scale, use of materials and detail, that vital
heritage of the city's downtown that has been
lost through the many building booms that
accompany Calgary's oil-based economy. The
location of five significant historic struc
tures in the immediate context make this an
ideal location to re-establish the comfortable
scale and rich detail that once made the down
town a comfortable urban space. Through the
synthesis of these images with the spatial
requirements discovered in the urban analysis,
the scheme seeks to enhance the character
existing in the immediate context while
addressing axial, spatial, and edge conditions
inherent to the site.

Urban Design Consideration:

Site Organization:

The urban analysis undertaken during Thesis I
revealed a number of traits with respect to the
site -- some good and others in need of some
attention. The key traits discovered were:

In keeping with my goal of recapturing the
heritage of the downtown core, the ordering
device employed as a starting point for the
design is the original block layout: two rows
of 130' x 50' building lots to the north and
south with a 20' alley running the centre of
the block. All major building masses are
located within these lots, as is the large
paved exterior plaza, bordered on the west by
the Dominion Bank Building and to the north by
the facade of the "alley" which has become,
true to its original function, a circulation
spine and datum element linking the composition
together.

• to the east, the strong presence of the
City Hall, both with respect to form and
identity.
• also to the east, the inappropriate scale
and use of materials on the Municipal
Building.
• to the south, the strong presence of the
Burns Building and the CCPA, with respect
to form, identity and source of livelihood
for the plaza.
• to the west, the weak edge condition across
from the site, due to the lack of any
substantial structures. This is addressed
in the design in order to provide that
critical sense of a strongly defined urban
space to provide comfort and security for
the user.
• to the northwest we find the same weak edge
condition, due to the small scale of the
church. Although this is a significant
historic structure, it cannot be included
in the scheme due to its scale and orien
tation. Between the site and the block to
the north, the Transit Mall detracts from
the site and is masked by a soft boundary.

Located opposite the Bank Building across the
datum, on the northwest corner of the site, we
have an open space housing the vehicular drop
off for patrons of the establishments to be
located on the premises as well as the service
access for these establishments. Moving east
on the same side of the block, we have the mass
of the three new buildings to the site occupy
ing two lots which are split by an interior
plaza occupying one lot. Its orientation is to
the City Hall across the site to the east,
defined by placement of two of the aforemen
tioned structures on either side of the axis.
Moving south, back across the datum, we have
the previously mentioned exterior plaza which
is to be the location for vendors, impromptu
gatherings, relaxing in the sun and watching
people.

As with all grid organizations, the excitement
comes in breaking that rigidity. On the eastern
half of the site, between the contrasting open
and closed spaces organized on either side of
the datum and the City Hall formally addressing
the site from the east, sunken three feet below
the level of the western portion of the site,
the infoimal nature of the scheme is evident.
The Olympic Podium has taken the datum line and
pushed it 20 feet to the south in order to
accommodate the 10,000 spectators to the Medals
Presentation Ceremony. The backdrop for the
medals podium also functions as a lighting
stand/projection booth for the amphitheatre
that ties the plaza to the pedestrian mall.
The eastern end of the site regains some of the
rigidity of the western half, with a formal
site entrance addressing the City Hall on the
north side, a camera tower located on the
original datum line and a large, formal pool
opposite the Municipal Building.
Contextual Issues:
The five significant structures bordering the
site have been addressed in order to take
advantage of the heritage that already exists
and to draw these buildings "out" of their
settings and "in" to the plaza. The City Hall,
with its strong formal associations to "civic
government" and its role as the centre of the
city, has remained as the primary site focus.
Immediately upon entering the exterior plaza
from the mall, one would have an oblique view

of the clock tower framed by the two smaller
towers of the Tourist and Convention Bureau and
the camera tower on the eastern edge of the
site. In addition, the interior plaza, its
formal court, the placement of the pond and
formal entrance to the site on the east all
reinforce this.
The Burns Building is the finest remaining
structure in the immediate context with its
fine cast iron railings and awnings as well as
the superb terra cotta facing. These materials
I have taken as the starting point for the
materials and detailing in the rehabilitation
of the Bank Building and the design of the
three new structures. Thus, it is through this
use of detail and material that the Burns
Building will have a key presence. The pool
located on the southeast corner of the site
directly in front of the Burns Building will
house jets to shoot water up to 40 feet arrang
ed in a line running to the north so as to
exclude, as much as possible, the Municipal
Building from the site. This use of selective
context will help to draw the City Hall, Burns
Building and the wall of the CCPA into the
plaza.
As mentioned previously, the Church of the
Redeemer has been a victim of the City Planning
Department and will not be addressed in the
design.

Edges:
The weak boundary that exists on the north edge
of the site has been rectified by the planting
of a border of trees along the sidewalk to
create a soft wall between the site and the
transit mall. The canopies of the trees would
sit approximately 10 feet above the plaza level
so as not to block the views into the space of
those riding the trains and to let some of the
vitality of the city into the site. Below
these trees are a series of planters that house
plants (i.e., tulips to bloom in the spring) in
order that the plaza may have some seasonal
variation. The weak edge that exists to the
west has been rectified by the placement of the
major structures towards this edge.
Olympics:
While the Olympic Games are only of two weeks
duration, their importance as a purveyor of the
city's image to the world and the legacy that
they leave in the minds of the citizens of
Calgary and visitors to the site are of prime
importance. Nightly at 7:00 PM, February 14th
to 28th, 1988, crowds of up to 10,000 will
arrive to view the medals presentations, having
come by LRT or foot. They will proceed into
the plaza by any number of entrances and be
directed to the pool area of the plaza that has
been drained in anticipation of the games,
revealing a stepped bottom to provide a view of
the stage to each spectator. To reduce crowding
towards the stage and allow spectators to move

about during the event, areas designed to hold
a set number of people would be portioned
and separated by walkways. As the presentations
begin, the streetlights, lampposts and the uplights illuminating the trees would be turned
off, leaving only the downlights located in
planters and walls adjacent to walkways on for
those who wish to move about.
As the ceremonies begin and the winners for
each event are announced, a spotlight picks
them up. They emerge from their temporary
secure area to the rear of the crowd onto the
ramp that has been constructed for the event.
Set up each night for the medals presentation,
this pipe rail structure lifts the athletes
three feet and carries them through the middle
of the crowd to the podium at the front, thus
establishing an intimate relationship betareen
the athletes and those viewing the ceremonies.
As is the nature of television, the view
through the camera can be controlled to achieve
a rather spectacular image to be presented
worldwide. As the athletes emerge from the
rear of the crowd and appear on the ramp, on
come the camera and spotlight located on the
balcony which terminates the circulation spine
of the western portion of the site.

the downtown as the backdrop. Thus the world
is presented with the image of the heritage of
the city, the cosmopolitan image of Calgary as
a large, international city, and the medals
presentation represents the urban nature of the
games. As the medals are presented, the flags
are raised and the band plays the national
anthem of the gold medalist. The camera on the
temporary tower to the rear of the crowd picks
up the podium framed against its backdrop.
As the centre of festivities for the games, the
plaza will act as the "anchor desk" for the TV
broadcasters and a gathering spot to visitors.
The bottom tier of the pond will remain flooded
and be used as a skating rink during the day.
Ethnic events, parades, breakfasts, exhibits,
food fairs and pin exchanges would be located
in the plazas scattered throughout the site.
Warming facilities are available in the
interior plaza with its accompanying cafes and
restaurants.
Once the excitement of the games is over, the
legacy that remains will be the marble podium,
its stage, backdrop and flagpoles. Located on
the landing of the stage at water's edge will
be a small fountain consisting of five jets
aimed in two rows, the top row of three and the
bottom of two jets, whose expanding rings will
form the Olympic logo. At night these rings
would be lit from below with the appropriate
colors.

Mall:
The existing pedestrian mall to the west of the
site is a welcome respite from the noise and
dirt of the city streets, yet seems to be
rather isolated, having no definite starting
point nor terminus. With the addition of the
proposed 3rd Street Mall to the west and the
portion of the Stephen Avenue Mall included in
this project, there would be a complete pedes
trian network linking the civic structures
through the CBD to Princes Island Park on the
Bow River to the north.
Having spent a considerable number of lunch
hours on the existing mall, the behaviour of
those using the space seems to fall into one of
two categories: either you are watching the
people walk past you or you are walking about
hoping to be watched. More succinctly, either
you are watching the parade or you are the
parade. Thus the mall becomes a parade ground
with stepped planters (bleachers) on either
side facing an open walk (promenade). Behind
the planters is a smaller scale "sidewalk" with
intimate sitting spaces for two sheltered by
large shade trees. This pattern is broken in
two places by squares that announce major
entrances to the CCPA and the plaza. These
squares would have displays, small concerts,
and impromptu events during the day and would
function as vehicular drop-offs during CCPA
events.

Thus, by the inclusion of two plazas, one
interior and one exterior, the year-round use
of the site is made provision for. The pond,
for sailing and splashing in summer and skating
in winter, also provides an international show
case for the city during the Olympic Games.
Visually and/or functionally the adjacent
structures, if suitable to the desired image,
are drawn into the plaza through details,
materials or sight lines.
Hopefully, the
deserved result will exhibit...
...an aesthetic approach intended to
bring about, within the city, an out
door life possessing intellectual and
emotional stimuli.
- Ralph Walker
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